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In the ancient times, when there were no sophisticated techniques, no doctors and no hospitals at
all, people used to find cure for every disease in nature. They used to explore nature to keep
themselves healthy as well as for cure of many diseases. However, as history repeats itself,
nowadays, people around the world are turning towards nature cure and alternative treatments for
maintaining healthy life. In the following article, we have discussed few methods of nature cure and
alternative treatment:

Nature cure and Diet: Diet is one of the most important elements of any nature cure procedure.
Following a faulty nutritional pattern weakens disease fighting ability or immunity of body which is a
primary cause of most of the diseases. Dieticians suggest people to follow balanced Nutrition
Toronto diet. Scientifically, nutritious diet is also known as balanced diet.  A balanced diet must
have all significant macro nutrients (fats, proteins, and carbohydrates), calories to support energy
needs, and micro nutrients in right amount to maintain a healthy body. Generally, carbohydrates,
fats, proteins, vitamins, mineral, water and fiber, are seven essential nutrients for maintaining a
healthy body.

Nature cure and Iridology: Many alternative treatments practitioners practice Iridology Toronto for
assessment of condition and level of health of a person. Iridology Toronto is basically the study of
color and structure of the iris to determine person's weakness along with their genetic week areas. It
is also commonly practiced by doctors, chiropractors, nurses, massage therapists, reflexology,
colonic therapists, physical therapists or nutritionists

Nature cure and Ionic foot bath: For over hundred years, Ionic foot bath has been used for curing
many types of diseases and their symptoms. It is one of the best ways of removing toxins from your
body. Just the way, we are keen to keep our external body organs clean to maintain a healthy life, in
the similar way, there is need to keep your internal body organs clean. Ionic bath is one of the
easiest ways for internal cleaning of your body. When our body is sick or has accumulated too many
toxins, natural rhythm of our body get disturbed. Ionic bath brings back such natural rhythm of our
body through an effective body cleansing process. In case of Ionic foot bath, a machine is placed
into the water which creates positive and negative electric current flows into the water. You just
need to sit down and relax and machine will work to detoxify your body. Such technique helps in
overcoming sexual health problems, acne, sleep problems, stress, restlessness, wrinkles, and yeast
infections.

Most of the nature cure and alternative methods such as reflexology, diet and nutrition Toronto,
ionic foot bath etc. have no side effects. These methods are aimed not just to overcome diseases
but to bring back physical, mental and social fitness of a human body.
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